Use of Augmented Reality in Chemistry Education
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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to analyze the current trends in the use of the augmented reality in the chemistry education and to identify the promising areas for the introduction of AR–technologies to support the chemistry education in Ukrainian educational institutions. The article is aimed at solving such problems as: the generalization and analysis of the scientific researches results on the use of the augmented reality in the chemistry education, the characteristics of the modern AR–tools in the chemistry education and the forecasting of some possible areas of the development and improvement of the Ukrainian tools of the augmented reality in the chemistry education. The object of research is the augmented reality, and the subject is the use of the augmented reality in the chemistry learning. As a result of the study, it has been found that AR–technologies are actively used in the chemistry education and their effectiveness has been proven, but there are still no Ukrainian software products in this field. Frequently AR–technologies of the chemistry education are used for 3D visualization of the structure of atoms, molecules, crystalline lattices. The study has made it possible to conclude that there is a significant demand for the chemistry education with the augmented reality that is available via the mobile devices, and accordingly the need to develop the appropriate tools to support the chemistry education at schools and universities. The most promising thing is the development of methodological recommendations for the implementation of laboratory works, textbooks, popular scientific literature on chemistry with the use of the augmented reality technologies and the creation of the simulators for working with the chemical equipment and utensils using the augmented reality.
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1 Introduction

The reformation of school education happening in accordance with the conception “New Ukrainian School” includes the changes into the pupils’
competence set, among which some of them could be distinguished: the innovation, the information-communication and digital competences, the competences in the Natural Sciences, the techniques and technologies, the lifelong learning and etc.

The main method of providing the effectiveness of the educational reform implies the end-to-end using of information-communication technologies in the educational process and the management of the establishments and the system of education. The system application of ICT in the education has to expand essentially the teachers’ possibilities, to organize the interaction between the teacher and students, to form students’ technological competences that are important to our century.

The reformation of school education provides for the increase of the project, command and group pupils’ activity in the educational process. According to this fact the variants of the educational organization will be varied especially by using mobile workplaces that are easily transformed for the group activity. The planning and design of the educational space will be aimed at the child’s development and his/her motivation to the learning by means of ICT, the multimedia devices, the laboratory renovation for the studying natural-mathematic subjects [10].

Children today are getting used to data availability, possibility to obtain data whenever and anywhere they may need it. They are getting accustomed to the virtual reality as well. Therefore, so called SMART–education which implies the use of smartphones, tablets, interactive blackboards and other devices with internet access is becoming more popular [25, 26].

The integration of an educational process with the use of mobile devices and computers, real objects with virtual ones, acquisition of necessary data about the objects which are being studied with their three-dimensional visualization is made possible due to augmented reality [18].

According to the definition of Ronald T. Azuma, Augmented Reality (AR) is a type of the virtual environment (or virtual reality) which complements an objective reality but does not change it entirely. Augmented reality allows a user to see a real world with virtual objects being either imposed or joined with the real world [4]. Augmented reality can be potentially applied to all the senses of a person, that is, audition, olfaction, somatosensation, however, the most frequent supplement is vision.

The major features of the augmented reality are a combination of both real and virtual objects in the real environment, a real-time environmental operational practice, interactivity, equalization of the peculiarities of real and virtual objects [3].

Chemistry is considered to be a complicated science due to the use of...
notions which cannot become the objects of direct comprehension and as a result students have to create images, virtual objects exactly in their imagination. Not all students are able to create such objects or to create them in an appropriate way for the reality that is why means of teaching intended for intensifying visibility are of always concern in the process of chemistry teaching [20–22]. Augmented reality is considered to be one of such modern tools.

2 Exposition of Basic Material of Research

Despite a fifty year long history of the development of the conception of augmented reality, in chemistry teaching practice technologies of augmented reality (AR–technologies) have been actively used since the beginning of the 2000s. It is due both to the development of the software for creating and simulating the systems of augmented reality and the increase in the availability of mobile devices with the necessary functional specifications which has made it possible for students to use AR–technologies not only in special laboratories (as a rule, in computer labs), but in chemistry laboratories and other special chemical facilities.

A considerable amount of experience has been gained not only in terms of methods of creating and using augmented reality tools in the process of chemistry teaching but in terms of the assessment of its didactic significance, influence on the learning process, advantages and disadvantages while studying certain disciplines of chemistry as well.

In particular, Zeynep Tachgin together with the co-authors have pointed out that technologies of augmented reality are the most essential ones for studying non-perceptible notions (atom, molecule, chemical bonds etc.) and emphasized the necessity of involving experts on the scientific and methodological issues in the process of choosing the content and designers in the process of improving the quality of graphic design [30]. It has been noted that the quality of 3D–models and graphic interface of tools of chemistry teaching which use augmented reality has a positive influence on the users’ level of interest in the discipline and a corresponding increase of acquiring knowledge [9].

Su Cai together with the co-authors [5] have determined the development of students’ spatial thinking, their ability to imagine and interpret three-dimensional structures of molecules and crystals to be the leading direction of the use of AR–technologies in the process of chemistry teaching. The results of their study have proved a positive influence of the use of technologies of augmented reality on the level of interest in chemistry
acquiring, the level of progress in the sphere of ‘Composition and structure of substances’, the level of spatial awareness concerning the composition of substances. However, these researches have pointed out that the visualization of certain issues of studying has negatively impacted on the comprehension of textual information and has diverted their attention from the instructions and explanations presented in a written form.

The use of augmented reality tools created on the base of freely accessible software in the learning process has made it possible for a group of Spanish researches to determine the increase in the level of interest in chemistry acquisition, the development of comprehension about the crystal structure of substances and the improvement of students’ skills to interpret two- and three-dimensional schemes. The participants of the study have noted the possibility to handle three-dimensional models and to perceive them from sides and different angles to be the main advantages of technologies of augmented reality [23]. Similar results have been achieved in the study held among students in the process of organic chemistry learning [27].

Dragos Daniel Iordache together with the co-authors [11] have detected a favourable impact of the technologies of augmented reality on the effectiveness of knowledge acquisition of the notions of chemical bonds, the law of periodicity, a periodic table of chemical elements mainly due to the possibility to interact with the atom and molecule models simultaneously receiving necessary explanations.

The use of 3D–models of molecules for intensifying the effectiveness of organic chemistry [13] and biochemistry [16] teaching is of particular importance. As it provides the opportunity for students to examine the structure of molecules thoroughly and to do it from different angles and it contributes to improving the understanding of bonds between the structures of molecules and properties of the substances.

A growing interest in chemistry learning due to chemical reaction modelling via technologies of augmented reality that is by visualization tools of chemical experiments (particularly dangerous and conducted with difficulties) has been considered worth noting by a group of researches [32, 34].

Also a considerable potential of technologies of augmented reality not only in chemistry teaching but in the sphere of chemical studies such as: modelling, intermolecular interaction, mechanisms of chemical reactions, molecular design etc. has been detected [14, 19].

Therefore, the effectiveness of the use of AR–technologies as tools of intensifying the process of chemistry teaching is undeniable on condition of their methodologically appropriate use.
The generalization of the existing experience of the use of technologies of augmented reality in the process of chemistry teaching makes it possible to determine some key directions of their use:

1. visualization and granularity of the structure of objects and simulation of their interaction which are inaccessible for the direct observation;
2. additional data provision about the objects in written, visual or audio-visual forms;
3. simulation of work with different equipment in order to master and to develop skills of dealing with them.

The comparison of particular characteristics of certain supporting tools of chemistry teaching via the use of technologies of augmented reality is represented in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Supporting tools of chemistry teaching via the use of augmented reality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of tools</th>
<th>Description of features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arloon Chemistry [1]</td>
<td>3D–modelling of the process of molecular or crystal creation from individual atoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Chemical Reactions [14]</td>
<td>3D–visualization of molecules, their spatial dynamics and interaction, possibility to form molecules from individual fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augment [15]</td>
<td>3D–visualization of molecules and crystal lattices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Marvel–Chemistry AR [29]</td>
<td>3D–illustrations and models in special printed educational textbooks and publications on chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR VR Molecules Editor Free [33]</td>
<td>3D–visualization of molecules, organic and inorganic compounds in different forms (stick, ball-and-stick, scale models etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic Structure AR Learning Gear [12]</td>
<td>Dynamic 3D–visualization of atom models, electron clouds, studies which have led to the discovery of electrons, atom structure etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dáskalos Chemistry [7]</td>
<td>Visualization of the atom structure of all chemical elements with the possibility to look through additional data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of tools</td>
<td>Description of features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTMoL — AR plugin [28]</td>
<td>3D–modelling of molecular structures with the possibility to use the computational characteristics of molecules and semiautomatic animation for reactions through linear interpolation of atom coordinated between gradual computational stages of reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements4D [6]</td>
<td>Availability of additional information and images of appearance of substances, possibility to model chemical reactions between them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVToolbox [8]</td>
<td>Russian-language resource of modelling interactions between atoms with the creation of molecules and structure of molecules and their interaction with each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR Learning [31]</td>
<td>Modelling of certain chemical reactions and physical and chemical processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEL Chemistry [17]</td>
<td>3D–modelling and molecular animation, structure of crystal lattices, detection of substances according to the special markers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most cases augmented reality software used as supporting tools of chemistry teaching operates in accordance with the classical pattern: selection of an image and its identification as a marker → search of a model corresponding to the marker → an imposition of the model (as a rule, it is a 3D one) on the image of the marker and its demonstration on the screen of the device.

The following things can serve as markers:

1. artificial markers (images on the plane something similar to QR–codes or other images);
2. chemical symbols;
3. real objects.

Typically only two first types of markets are used in augmented reality tools to support chemistry teaching. It is justified by the simplicity of the creation of connection between a marker and a model and a high operational stability of this system. Whereas real objects are almost of no use and do not serve as markers.
The publication of AR–books — printed books (popular scientific literature, textbooks and teaching manuals) with the elements of AR–technologies is becoming some kind of modern trend of nowadays in the use of AR–technologies. The Hungarian authors [24] have described their experience of creation AR–textbook on chemistry for secondary schools (certain sections of the syllabus for the ninth grade). The authors have conducted an experiment and the results of which have led to the conclusion about a higher level of effectiveness of the use of AR–textbooks in comparison with ordinary ones.

The group of authors from the Republic of Turkey has suggested a set of images [2] to be used for the introduction of structures of atom elements, molecular structure of water, salt, carbon (II) oxide. Suggested set of cards has been represented as a science publication on chemistry.

3 Conclusion and Estimation of Perspective ways of Development

Augmented reality tools in chemistry teaching are used on the introductory stage of new material and knowledge acquiring and on the stages of learned content retention and systematization, stages of preparations for laboratory tests, for conducting tests or modelling a process of their implementation (in case they are dangerous or their implementation is impossible due to other reasons), independent study, knowledge check and self-check.

The following should be attributed to the main advantages of the use of technologies of augmented reality in chemistry teaching:

• granularity and 3D–modelling of objects which are inaccessible for the direct observation (taking into account expensive or rare equipment) which used to be represented as spatial images and schemes;

• mobility and availability to users;

• simplicity of use and comprehension;

• the possibility to use both in formal and informal education;

• modernity which highlighted interest is explained by;

• considerable potential allowing to create different supporting tools of chemistry teaching.

Most modern AR–technologies of supporting chemistry teaching are aimed solely at the visualization of molecular and crystal structures, atom and molecular structures.
There is no known Ukrainian-language product among wide spread tools of augmented reality in chemistry teaching. Although, the use of most AR–technologies to chemistry teaching is user friendly there is still a necessity to create Ukrainian AR–technologies of high-quality for supporting chemistry teaching.

Taking into account an urgent necessity to reform and modernize the system of education in Ukraine, we consider the creation and implementation of technologies of augmented reality of chemistry teaching in the learning process on different levels: basic and specialized secondary education, different levels of technical and vocational education and higher education to be one of the key tasks of our further work.

The creation of AR–technologies of chemistry teaching, Ukrainian analogues of already known foreign tools, is being planned. It is planned to create tools which will apply possibilities of augmented reality in chemistry teaching which are of little use now. Training manuals, text books, methodical recommendations on doing chemistry laboratory works, popular scientific literature and handbooks with the support of augmented reality, 3D–modelling of molecules etc. should be named among AR–tools of the first group. As for the second group it is planned to create AR–tools of chemistry teaching which provide the opportunity for getting additional information about glassware and equipment, capturing the essence and mechanism of their functioning, modelling their application, creating tools to conduct chemical experiments from different sections of chemistry virtually, using equations of chemical reactions or chemical formulas of substances etc. as markers.
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